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Prologue: The Arondight crew has been rushing to prepare for the summit that will take place tomorrow.  The delegates from the different worlds have begun to arrive and tension of the station is climbing.   Will they be able to work together peacefully to find the cause of the missing cargo ships, or will old grudges and prejudice mar their attempts and give the bandits the upper hand?  And what will the Arondight crew be able to do to help make it so?
     
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

CSO Tarrez
@ ::on the bridge of the Arondight, downloading a file containing all the reported stolen cargo that had been reported to Captain Ramsey::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::is making final security escort arrangements on Ke`Po Vor's upper docking pylon 2::

CNS DiDomnia
 ::looking at the seating arrangements for the various meetings held during the summit, making sure those sitting next to each other aren't already racial enemies... as much as can be done with this "interesting" mix of characters::

FCO Chottu
@ ::on the bridge keeping track of traffic in the area::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: on the station with their OPS trying to find the best placement for the addtional security during the conference

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::downloading the missing ships names and routes along with the cargo lists::

CO K’Beth
 @:: in her ready room finally catching a moment from the flurry of activities:: *CMO*: Dr. Jakiel...report to my ready room at once, please.
     
ACTION: The promenade is thick with people today.  Most appear to be window-shopping, but it doesn't take an empath to know that they are really here to see the delegate arrive.

CMO Jakiel
 ::being given the last of the tour around the medical facilities on Ke'Po Vor::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods to the guards after giving some last minute information on the expected arrivals, then heads to the turbolift:: TL: Habitat Ring, level 7.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO: Cmdr, do you have a list of all the missing freight from the ships?

CTO Grey-Feather
 *TO*: Lieutenant what is you location?
 
CO K’Beth
 @::while waiting, stands up and refills her coffee mug.  Makes her way onto the bridge, sipping her coffee as she walks::
     
ACTION: The Feregni transport is completing docking at the station.

CNS DiDomnia
 ::finding nothing too potentially explosive about the seating arrangements, goes on to the quartering arrangements - some of them are too late to be changed, but they could always use another once-over::

CSO Tarrez
 @::grabs the PADD up in her hand and moves over to the Ko'Bil::  OPS: I just finished downloading it.  My thoughts are to have my department scatter across the station and see if they find anything matching the items on this list.

TO Kizlev
 ::rides down and begins his patrol in the dark corridors of the lower habitat area:: *CTO*: Habitat ring, level 7, beginning routine patrol and inspection, sir.

CMO Jakiel
 ::hears the Captain's distinctive voice::  Nurse Fren:  Excuse me, please.  My superior has hailed me.  ::takes a few steps away from the Ferengi medical person::  *CO*:  Captain?  I am currently on the station being given a tour of the medical facility as you requested.  I will extricate myself and return to the ship now.  Jakiel out.
 
CO K’Beth
 @FCO: Lt, are the delegates arriving in good order?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO: I can have some of my people help with that.

CNS DiDomnia
 ::whomever made the quarters assignments for the summit was very careful indeed - each species being represented was assigned to a separate level and varying sectors of the habitat ring, making it nearly impossible for them to run into each other anywhere except the more public areas of the station and the summit itself::

CTO Grey-Feather
 *TO*: Very good, pay extra attention to the arrivals, the best place to disappear in the promenade area.  I have instructed the other patrols to also concentrate on the docking area

CSO Tarrez
 @::nods:: OPS: We also might want to look at the placement of the ships to see if there is any relationship to where the ships were when they came up missing.

ACTION: The Ferengi delegation arrives on the promenade from the docking port.  There are roughly 6 of them and they begin to move up and down the promenade, looking at various shops.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::goes and sits in her chair:: *CNS*: Counselor, how are the preparations going?

CMO Jakiel
 ::turns back to the Ferengi, assuming the woman's large ears easily overheard the summons::  Nurse Fren:  You must excuse me, I will return as soon as I can to resume the tour you have so kindly begun.  Please give my regards to Doctor Mre'nan.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::passes by another uniformed guard and gives a nod that is returned, mindful of the phaser the man is carrying, then moves on with his relaxed, though focused pace:: *CTO*: Understood. I've increased surveillance on all docking areas. Nothing will come in or out without our knowledge.

CSO Tarrez
@ *SO Frank*: Please report to the bridge.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO; According to my findings there are 4 Breen, 1 Cardassian, 3 Ferengi, 4 Vidoli and 2 of other races ships missing.

CNS DiDomnia
 *CO*: Surprisingly well - whomever made the seating assignments for the summit and the quartering assignments for the delegation knew what they were doing.  None of these species like each other, so it looks like every precaution was made to keep them separate unless they're in public spaces or at summit meetings.

CSO Tarrez
 @OPS: Can I see where they went missing?

CNS DiDomnia
 ::looks around the promenade, seeing the new arrivals:: *CO* The Ferengi delegation has just arrived...  they're behaving so far though, people don't seem to be too concerned with them.

CMO Jakiel
 <Nurse Fren> CMO: Ahh, yes, Captains are as bossy and interrupting as Physicians. ::makes a shooing movement with one hand::  You should run back then.  Come back as soon as you have time.  Perhaps there will be a brawl and you help patch the survivors up.  ::ambles off to the lab::

CSO Tarrez
 @<SO Frank> *CSO Tarrez-Hunter*: Aye, ma'am.  On my way.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: starts up to the catwalk above the promenade with his rifle slung over his shoulder :: *TO*: You hope, remember this station security is not on  our side they are on their own.  You are going to have some rotten apples in your barrle, but do your best.  I will be keeping an eye from above

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO: And there is no pattern in any of the routes either.
 
CO K’Beth
 @*CNS*: Good work.  Report any potential trouble areas to the CTO.
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::entering one of the shops with his entourage, begins to haggle with the owner for some sort of crystal::

CSO Tarrez
 @::frowns a bit at that news::

CNS DiDomnia
 *CO*:That I will.  Dom out.

CO K’Beth
 @::takes another sip of her coffee:: *CTO*: Report, Lt.
 
TO Kizlev
 *CTO*: Acknowledged, I'm keeping close to the promenade in case you need me. Kizlev out.
     
ACTION: The Cardassian delegation is on approach to the station.

CMO Jakiel
 ::raises an eyebrow at the Nurse's comment, wondering if violence is commonplace on this station.  Exits the facility and walks out into the spacious hallways, glancing up to the balconies above her as she walks::

CSO Tarrez
 @<SO Frank> ::Arrives on the bridge:: CSO Tarrez-Hunter: Yes ma'am?

FCO Chottu
@ CO: They're taking their time, but yes. The Cardassians are on approach now.
     
Daimon Nyome
::not reaching an agreement with the shopkeeper he leaves in disgust::

CTO Grey-Feather
 *CO*: Well the Ferengi have made their arrival, they are having a shopping day apparently.  I am on the catwalks above the promenade and have roving patrols below

CNS DiDomnia
 ::begins to walk around the promenade, feeling a little conspicuous in her SF uniform as she watches the crowd's reaction to the first of the newcomers - they seem intensely curious but not apprehensive::

TO Kizlev
 ::makes a turn down another access corridor that leads towards the promenade after seeing enough security activity in the habitat area::
 
CO K’Beth
 @FCO: Good.  Have your patrols watch for any unauthorized small personal craft or worker bees around the delegates' ships.

CSO Tarrez
 @SO Frank: Here is a manifest of all the cargo that has come up missing.  I want you to organize every personnel within the department that is available to scour the station.

CSO Tarrez
 @SO Frank: Ko'Bil here will be sending you some personnel as well.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @SO Frank: Here is a list of personnel in my department that can assist you ::Hands the SO a PADD::
 
CO K’Beth
 @*CTO*: Good work, Lt.  The counselor is keeping a sharp eye on the delegates at the table.  She'll inform you immediately if there are any potential problem areas.

CMO Jakiel
::shies away from oncoming Breen, trying to keep her eyes off of him and finally arrives at the airlock::

CSO Tarrez
 @<SO Frank> ::nods, takes the PADD and hurriedly leaves the bridge to organize things.::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::Grins to himself:: CO: Thank you ma'am, I am just an earshot away if the counselor needs me.

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::enters the turbolift, making a mental note to call in an extra nurse while the delegation runs...and to speak to Kizlev about the memory of her early teen years::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stops in his tracks realizing a potential for trouble :: *FCO*: Lieutenant I just thought of something.  Double check any repairs or repair craft near the Arondight.  We don't need any surprises. Or sabotage.

CSO Tarrez
 @OPS: So what now... any ideas?
 
TO Kizlev
 ::enters the promenade's lower level and continues his patrol there, making sure order is well over chaos::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::goes over the records once again:: CSO: Cmdr. I am afraid that we aren't going to get anymore information here maybe we should join the search of the shops?
     
ACTION: The tone on the promenade has changed... apparently word of the Cardassians' pending arrival has gotten out.

FCO Chottu
@ ::nods and looks back over the bridge, suddenly alerted by the incoming com:: *CTO*: Alright, sure thing. ::turns back to his console::

CSO Tarrez
 @<SO Frank> ::organizes everyone into groups of 2 and assigns them a shop or establishment to cover::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::watches the promenade carefully from above::

CSO Tarrez
 @OPS:  Sounds like a plan. ::smiles at him and heads to the turbolift::

CNS DiDomnia
 ::overhears someone whispering "they're coming! they're coming!" and hurrying away from the promenade::
 
CSO Tarrez
 @CO: Captain the OPS officer and I are going aboard the station to aid in the physical search of the shops.

CO K’Beth
 @CSO: Good hunting, Commander. ::grins::

TO Kizlev
 ::sees a group of three Ferengi huddled close together, chatting away vigorously about something. One of them notices his gaze and throws a dirty look his way::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::motions for the duty OPS and heads for the TL with the CSO::
     
Daimon Nyome
::Notices the change and frowns, continuing through the shops::

CSO Tarrez
 @::calls her replacement to the bridge::
     
Zeph
 ::approaches the TO and tries to get his attention::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::turns away from the loathsome Ferengi and looks up, spotting Grey-feather, and gives him a salutary nod::

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::walks out onto the bridge and up to the Captain's chair wondering why the Captain so precipitously recalled her, but has a suspicion::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::raises the end of his rifle in acknowledgement of the TO ::
 
CO K’Beth
 @CSO: Keep us posted and also keep the station security posted if you find anything.

FCO Chottu
 @::sighs and just starts going over any crafts close to each other at all::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::feels a twitch in his antennae, an instinct telling him to look over his shoulder, and sees someone coming::

CNS DiDomnia
 ::notices many more people whispering among themselves, the crowd thins a little and those who stay seem more agitated - another delegation is apparently on the way, and a more frightening one at that, but she hasn't overheard which one::
     
Zeph
  TO: You... Starfleet... law?

CSO Tarrez
 @::nods and waits for the OPS to join her in the turbolift before closing the door and heading down::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::sees Rhianna and stands up:: CMO: Ahh...Doctor.  Good...follow me into my ready room please.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::Waits for the TL doors to close:: CSO; Cmdr, May I ask you a question?
     
ACTION: The Cardassian vessel docks.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::his hands casually folded at his back, one hand poised to draw his hidden type I phaser. Regards Zeph and gives him an obligatory nod in reply:: Zeph: May I help you?

CSO Tarrez
 @::turns her head to smile at him::  OPS: Sure.
     
Zeph
 ::points to a shop:: TO: There, my shop... robbed.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::turns to the FCO just before entering her ready room:: FCO: Lt...you have the bridge. ::enters her ready room without looking back::

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::takes a deep breath, glancing toward the ready room, uneasy and follows the Captain::

CMO Jakiel
 @ CO:  Yes ma'am.

FCO Chottu
 @::freezes, shiver running down his back::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO: I have just come into possession of a young kitten that was abandoned on the station. I was wondering just how can someone just abandon such a nice little animal?

FCO Chottu
 @::looks back and glares at the big chair::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::walks over to the replicator and refills her coffee:: CMO: Would you like something, Doctor?
 
TO Kizlev
 ::follows the pointing finger to the shop that looks reasonably in order:: Zeph: Robbed? How long ago was this?

CNS DiDomnia
 ::across the hallway in the Promenade, looks and sees the "Black Widow" - waves at Ashlynn who is inside, apparently supervising Adrienne's homework and the bar at the same time::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::looks out one of the widows facing the docking area, taps his com badge to the security teams:: Security teams/TO: Get ready everyone, the Cardassians are coming to the party  ::closes commbadge:: Aloud: Hurray...hurray ::very sarcastically said::
     
Zeph
::looks up at the TO:: TO: Now... by them  ::points at the Feregni::

FCO Chottu
 @::turns around and sternly looks down at his console, keeping his seat::
 
TO Kizlev
 Zeph: Oh? Were there any witnesses to the crime? ::glances at the Ferengi group of three, wondering if there's validity to this accusation::

CSO Tarrez
 @::frowns a bit and sighs::  OPS: Some species don't think much about little creatures like that.  ::shrugs:: I suppose that something could have happened to it owner as well.  Or maybe it was just lost. ::exits the lift when it comes to a stop::

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::shakes her head negatively and places her hands behind her back, coming to attention::  CO: I am fine.
     
Zeph
TO: He has crystal... Drakian crystal... very valuable.. I wouldn't sell for little price... now gone.   He took!
 
CO K’Beth
 @::walks over to her desk and sits down, gesturing to the chair in front of her desk:: CMO: Please...have a seat.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::follows the CSO out of the TL:: CSO: it is something that I can not fathom myself.
     
ACTION: The Cardassian delegation enters the promenade
 
TO Kizlev
 ::takes a deep breath and nods:: Zeph: Very well. Come with me. Let's talk to them. ::goes over to the Ferengi:: Ferengi: May I have a word with each of you? This won't take long.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO: The shopkeeper that I talked with said that there are many of them abandoned on the station.

FCO Chottu
 @::checks which if any delegation haven't arrived yet, then looks back across the bridge::

CMO Jakiel
 @ CO: Yes, ma'am.  ::unlinks her hands and moves to the chair to take a seat, then looks at the Captain expectantly::

CSO Tarrez
 @OPS: I once had a kitten... gave it to the Captain. ::smirks::
     
Bafii
 <Feregni #1> TO: Starfleet?  You don't own this place... leave the Daimon alone.  ::shoos the TO::

CNS DiDomnia
 ::continues looking around and sees who the new, more frightening delegation is - a shiver runs down her spine and she can see why people were so afraid.  Almost instinctively, even though it's been years, Dom shrinks back into the crowd so that she can watch them without being seen, even though none of their actual faces look like those she knew::
 
CO K’Beth
 @CMO: Dr, I spoke to Lt Ariel Jakiel yesterday.  It seems that she is under the impression that her niece, Rhianna Jakiel....is still a child aboard the Dublin.  Would you care to explain the discrepancy?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @CSO: Did she like it?
     
Gul Wra
::enters the promenade with 3 other men.  They look no one in the eye and simply walk in like they own the place... rather like they still own the place::
 
Yeoman
 ::enters the bridge with a pile of PADDs and looks around.  Sees the FCO as the ranking officer and heads over to him.  Clears her throat loudly:: FCO: Excuse me, sir.

CSO Tarrez
 @::makes her way to the airlock::  OPS: Don't think so... but it was kind of hard to tell ::chuckles::

TO Kizlev
 ::keeps his voice friendly and polite:: Ferengi 1: Your Daimon is a suspect for theft.   Daimon: Would you care to tell me what your business at this establishment is?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @OPS: I have found this one to be quite soothing.

FCO Chottu
 @::cringes::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::watches the Cardassians enter and holds position between the two groups:: Himself: Now are you guys going to play nice with the Ferengi?

FCO Chottu
 @Yeoman: Yes?
     
Bafii
 <Ferengi #1>  ::makes a low noise that is a mix between a growl and a hiss::
     
Daimon Nyome
  ::looks the TO up and down, apparently deciding the man's worth in gpl::
 
Yeoman
 FCO: I have a dozen requisition forms for you to sign, sir.  They need to be signed by the duty officer. ::holds up the stack to show him::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::follows the CSO through the airlock::

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::tenses immediately, but assumed this would be coming.  Gives no outward indication of her inner nervousness::  CO:  I am afraid I am under orders and cannot fulfill your request, Captain.

FCO Chottu
 @Yeoman: You're joking..
     
ACTION: People make way for the Cardassians, some of them giving the men nasty stares, others fleeing, some pretending they don't exist
 
CO K’Beth
 @CMO: Under whose orders, Ensign?

CSO Tarrez
:nods to the TO at the exit as they pass through::  OPS: Well cutie and cuddly things are not something the CO understands.  You should have seen her the first time she held my first son.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::grins at Nyome, standing tall and watching his every move unperturbed:: Nyome: Care to discuss...business, or just gape at me?

FCO Chottu
 @::makes a kind of helpless gesture:: Yeoman: Just.. drop them here?

CNS DiDomnia
 ::watches them walk through the promenade, hoping that they have somewhere else to be... soon... momentarily forgetting about the summit, the other species and everything else around her except her wish for the Cardies to be gone::
     
Daimon Nyome
 TO: And who would make such a... such a obvious lie about me?!  Why would I need to ::barely spits the word out:: steal...  I have the wealth of many systems.

OPS Ko’Bil
 CSO: Well I plan on keeping this one in my quarters so it won't bother the Captain.
 
Yeoman
 FCO: No sir, not joking in the slightest.  And these need to be signed immediately. ::hands him the first PADD:: I'm afraid I can't leave them here.
     
ACTION: The Breen delegation approaches the station.
 
TO Kizlev
 Nyome: I don't doubt your fortunes, I just need to know what you saw here in the last several minutes. Know anything about a crystal?

CSO Tarrez
 ::sees a shop that looks like it has a lot of items with in it from several different worlds::  OPS: Let's try this one.
     
Gul Wra
::seems to gloat at the reaction he and his men are garnering.. they make straight for the Black Widow::

FCO Chottu
 @::rolls eyes, then looks down at his console warning for the Breen’s approach, turns back to the Yeoman:: Yeoman: Fine, fine.

CMO Jakiel
 @ CO:  Intelligence, ma'am.   I regret that I cannot oblige your request.

CNS DiDomnia
 ::still staring, is starting to see a resemblance between one of them and one of the ones who "owned" one of her friends - but it couldn't be, that was so long ago and Cardies don't live as long as El-Aurians do...::
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::dismissively:: TO: I have seen much of little value.  

OPS Ko’Bil
 CSO: Sounds as good a place to start as any. You take that side and I will head over here ::points to where he is going::

CNS DiDomnia
 ::really hopes it's her mind playing tricks on her as she sees them walking away from her - and straight for the Black Widow.  This ought to be quite interesting - she didn't think Ashlynn would be quite as scared of them as the rest of the promenade seemed to be.::

CSO Tarrez
 ::nods and separates from him::

CTO Grey-Feather
 *CO*: Captain the Cardassians and Ferengi are both here, I am going to increase security on the promenade.  The Cardassians are being their usual charming selves and things are going to start to heat up I think

FCO Chottu
 @::sighs, going through the padds, praying everything is in order::

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::looks a little puzzled::  CO:  I would have thought there would have been a brief notation when my bio was sent?
 
TO Kizlev
 Nyome: Oh, I see. The shopkeeper here believes otherwise. It's a shame you choose to steal a Drakian crystal. There's no market value for them anywhere in or around this sector.
     
Gul Wra
 ::enters the Black Widow with his men and they take up a table towards the front, demanding drink::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::heads down one side of the shop looking for anything that should be there::

CSO Tarrez
 ::reports in to SO Frank and tells him that they have this store covered.  He in turns tells her that they are beginning the station wide swipe::

Ashlynn
::sees who is coming straight at her bar:: Adrienne: Back office, right now.  School is over for the day ::the look on her face says there will be no argument, and Adri does as she's told::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::starts making his way down the ladder to floor level so he can shadow the Cardassians and hopefully prevent trouble::
 
Yeoman
 FCO: very good sir, now this one is for a requisition for the complete shut down of all of the sewage and waste facilities...for maintenance.  Of course it means you will have to order none of the ship's facilities to be used for the next two hours....but the station is just outside the airlock and has facilities.
     
Daimon Nyome
 TO: To insult one of my position is dangerous.... Starfleet.  ::the last said with a touch of disgust::

Ashlynn
::approaches the newcomers:: Gul Wra: Can I help you?  ::strained voice::
     
Gul Wra
Ashlynn: My men are thirsty... bring drink.

FCO Chottu
 @::takes the specific padd, looks and hands it right back:: Yeoman: You can try that one again in an hour, next.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::folds his arms and chuckles at the Ferengi's attitude:: Nyome: Maybe if you give it back now...I might just look the other way.
     
ACTION: The Breen finish docking procedures.

Ashlynn
 ::turns around and goes back to the bar to fill their "request", muttering under her breath "but you didn't say please"::

CSO Tarrez
 ::moves through the store and looks for anything that matches the list she has in her hand::

Daimon Nyome
TO: I have no such crystal, now go place cops and robbers with someone else.  ::returns to his shopping::

FCO Chottu
 @::looks down at his console beeping again:: 
 
CO K’Beth
 @::holds up her hand for a moment while she answers the CTO:: *CTO*: Very good, Lt.  Contact me the minute there are any problems.  ::said in a tone that indicates that she expects that problems are definitely going to happen no matter what::

CNS DiDomnia
 <Little Tom/Rafi> ::eyes locked on the Cardassians, almost hoping they step out of line so that the two goons can make them leave::
     
ACTION: The small Cardassian group is quite boisterous as they began to talk of the 'good ol' days' on this station
 
TO Kizlev
 Nyome: Name your price then, Daimon. Or has captaining a vessel taken away your knack for a good opportunity for profit?

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::frowns, the Captain's view almost sounding the same as the Ferengi nurse::
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::ignores the blue skinned officer and starts to move away with his group who likewise ignore the man::

Ashlynn
 ::brings a tray of drinks back to the table:: Gul Wra: Anything else? ::is trying really hard to be polite::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::continues through the shop checking item with what he has on his list::
     
Gul Wra
 ::smirks:: Ashlynn: Not yet, but I'll let you know when your Risan talents are needed.

CSO Tarrez
 ::finds this to be a long and tedious task::
 
CO K’Beth
 @CMO: There was a notation that you had been involved with SFI during your debrief...but that still doesn't explain why you are using the name of a child on another starship.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::follows the Ferengi and gets out his tricorder, scanning the Daimon for signs of the crystal::
     
ACTION: The Breen delegation enters the promenade.

CTO Grey-Feather
 Himself: Here we go, why do they always invite the Cardassians??  Why not somebody like the Binar?  ::moves to a position he can watch the Cardies with his rifle at his side ::

FCO Chottu
 @ ::looks around the bridge for a victim::

Ashlynn
 ::Before she can stop herself, gives him a dirty look:: Gul Wra: Yeah, good luck with that one ::sarcastically, and then turns on her heel and walks away::
     
Loshite
 ::walks onto the station followed by several other Breen::
 
Gul Wra
  ::Laughs at the little one's attempt at attitude, returns his focus to his men::
 
Yeoman
 FCO: Yes sir.  ::places the PADD at the bottom of the pile and pulls out the next one.::  Now this one is for the maintenance of the senior officers quarters.  It seems that a small dust mite or flea has infiltrated some of them and they need to be fumigated.  Maintenance would rather do all of them at once.

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::keeps her gaze even::  CO:  No I understand it does not.  I regret that.  I was told I should direct you to that department if any of my superiors...inquired about the anomaly.  That is all I am at liberty to tell you.

CNS DiDomnia
 <Little Tom> ::having overheard the rather inappropriate comment directed at Ashlynn, walks over and positions himself at the next table from the Cardassians, hoping to make his presence known::
     
Zeph
 TO: They have... they have!!
 
TO Kizlev
 ::finds nothing suspicious on the Ferengi and decides to let them go having no evidence to support the shopkeeper's accusation, then decides to approach Zeph:: Zeph: Your Ferengi friends are carrying nothing on them, sir. Are you sure they were the ones who stole from you?

FCO Chottu
 @Yeoman: All of them at once.. why?.. Nevermind, fine.

Ashlynn
 ::really mad::
     
Zeph
  ::angry, runs after the Ferengi, pulling at one of the men::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::finishes on his side and moves over to where the CSO is:: CSO: Cmdr, I just thought of something I believe that we should check some of the cargo holds on the station also.
     
Bafii
 <Cardassian #1> ::gets up and moves over to Ashlynn:: Ashlynn:  The Gul may not be ready, but I am.  ::grabs her arm::
     
ACTION: Zeph and the Ferengi fall to the floor and struggle
 
TO Kizlev
 ::signals for another passing guard to join him and goes after Zeph to break up the assault::

Ashlynn
 ::slaps his hand away:: Cardy #1: That had better be the alcohol talking, or else you just made a big mistake.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: Steps out into view :: Cardy #1: Hey spoonhead let the lady go
     
ACTION: At the same time, a demonstration breaks out on the promenade... targeting the Breen... food stuff is being thrown.

CSO Tarrez
 ::nods::  OPS: That is probably wise.  Think you can arrange for us to get into them?

FCO Chottu
 @::saddened, not able to find anyone else proper to dump the yeoman on the bridge::

CNS DiDomnia
 ::Little Tom and Rafi come up on either side of the CTO, equally angry with the offender::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::grabs and pulls Zeph away from the Daimon as the other guard holds the assaulted Ferengi back:: Zeph/Daimon: That's enough from both of you!
     
Bafii
 <Cardy #1> ::grabs the Risan woman and pulls her close::  CTO: Blow off Federation man

OPS Ko’Bil
 CSO: That shouldn't be a problem. ::contacts the station OPS::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::gravely:: CMO: Trust me, Ensign...I will be doing just that.  But until then I want you to be aware that you will on notice.  I don't have the time to look into this completely right now, not with the summit going on...but I am not comfortable with not knowing exactly who my senior officers are.
     
ACTION: The other Cardassian stand, ready for a fight.
     
ACTION: The Breen reach for their weapons

Ashlynn
 ::jams her elbows deep into his sides in an attempt to break his grip::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::flips down the monical and tries to vaporize the Cardys drink as inspiration ::
     
ACTION: A small container falls out of the Ferengi's pocket.
     
Zeph
 ::points:: TO: There!  There!
     
Bafii
 <Cardy #1>  ::doubles slight at the impact, big for the small size::
 
TO Kizlev
 Guard: Get that. ::points to the container::
     
ACTION: The Black Widow erupts into a brawl
 
TO Kizlev
<Guard> ::keeps an eye on the Daimon as he reaches down and picks up the container and hands it to the TO::

Ashlynn
 ::takes advantage of his momentary incapacitation and jams the heel of her boot right into his foot::
     
Bafii
 <Ferengi #1> ::tries to grab the container, but is too slow::

CMO Jakiel
 @ CO:  Yes, ma'am.  I can understand your concern, but I can assure you.  I am Rhianna Jakiel and my service as Chief Medical Officer will be only the best.

CNS DiDomnia
 <Little Tom/Rafi> ::each take one of the Cardies in between them and Ashlynn and begin the beat-down::
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::watches with interest::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::dumps out the contents of the container and finds the crystal:: Zeph: I take it this is yours? ::shows it, but doesn't offer it::

ACTION: The CTO's shot was right on... however pandemonium has already erupted.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sets rifle to stun and starts stunning the brawling patrons, hits comm badge between shots :: *CO*: We got trouble captain :: fires with comm open ::

CSO Tarrez
 ::puts her PADD in a pocket and dusts off her hands::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::after getting permission from the Station OPS to inspect the cargo holds he heads out of the shop:: CSO: We can inspect them anytime we want.
     
ACTION: OPS and CSO are swept up in the anti-Breen mob... Breen weapons fire and rotten vegetables flying.

Zeph
 ::elated::  TO: Yes!  Yes!!
 
CO K’Beth
 @::not happy about the situation:: CMO: I have no choice for right now...::hears the CTO's comm and stands up swearing:: Report to sickbay immediately...looks like I'm going to have to trust you for the moment.  But don't abuse that trust Ensign. ::doesn't wait for an answer...limps out of her ready room to the bridge::

CSO Tarrez
 ::exits the shop only to get swept up in a mob scene::

TO Kizlev
 Nyome: Daimon, I'm afraid your subordinate has violated the established Vidoli laws on theft on this station. I will have to take him into custody.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::enters the bridge:: *CTO*: What the hell is going on, Lt?

CSO Tarrez
 ::gets pushed around as she reaches for her phaser and tries to hit her commbadge::

FCO Chottu
 @::points the Yeoman at the CO, then hearing her com, motions the Yeoman to shush::
 
CO K’Beth
 @FCO: Lt...can you patch into the security cameras of the station where the CTO is?
     
Daimon Nyome
::Looks at Ferengi #1:: F1: Shame on you Drege...     TO: Take this waste of space away.   I am so very sorry.  ::almost believable::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::getting caught in the mob he tries to find who it causing the problem::

Ashlynn
::frees herself long enough from the offending Cardassian to see Little Tom, Rafi, and the newcomer from Starfleet engaging the other three Cardassians::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: keeps firing, if someone makes a fist he stuns them :: *CO*: It ain’t hell but you can see it from here ma'am.  There is a fight in the bar the Cardassians started and some sort of anti Breen food fight in the promenade

FCO Chottu
 @::nods and puts the camview on the mainviewer, then leans back looking at the spectacle::
     
ACTION: The brawl in the Black Widow is starting calm down, the CTO's phaser rifle helping a lot... until the anti-Breen mob approaches and the two fights become one, bigger fight.

CSO Tarrez
 *CO*: Ma'am, the OPS and I appear to be caught up in mob of sorts... ::grunts as she gets bumped hard::  I think they don't like the Breen as far as I can tell by their chanting.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods to the guard to take the Daimon's man away and hands the crystal back to Zeph:: Nyome: Not so fast, sir. I also must ask that you come with me to the security office for questioning.

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::follows the Captain, deciding to work even harder to show the Captain she can be trusted, but regrets highly that she has so little medical training and may have to rely on the EMH also::

CSO Tarrez
 ::pulls her phaser and makes sure it is on stun before starting to shoot at everyone around her... except the OPS::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::swears again as she watches what is happening:: *CTO*: Get your people to surround that area....and block off all exits to and from.

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::makes her off the bridge, taking the turbolift, sensing the rising emotions from the direction of the station::

CTO Grey-Feather
 Aloud: Great this is what I get for complain about not getting enough time for target practice :: keeps firing now including any of the mob that is fighting in his line of fire ::
     
Daimon Nyome
  TO: I know nothing of him... he was my brother's illegitimate child.. I just took him on out of family obligation.  Anyways, I have a meeting soon with the Vidoli delegation, I'm afraid I cannot oblige you.  

Ashlynn
 ::pulls out her own phaser rifle from behind the counter, and pushes a button to bring the gate down separating the bar from the rest of the promenade - at leas then no more people could get in::

CO K’Beth
 @*CSO/OPS*: Get yourselves out of there now...let security handle it.

CMO Jakiel
 @ ::wonders if Kizlev is involved in any of the altercations, but assumes not since he did not page the Captain::

CSO Tarrez
 Self: Easier said then done... ::grunts and shoves her way to the OPS::

CTO Grey-Feather
 *Security/TO*:  Surround the promenade, nobody in or out...phasers on heavy stun if necessary

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::finely being able to get his phaser out he starts looking for anyone that may be aiming at him::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::takes the Daimon by the arm forcefully:: Nyome: As you are his captain, you must also take responsibility for his actions. I am charging you with conspiracy to commit theft, Daimon.

CSO Tarrez
 OPS: We've been ordered to clear out. ::has to shout above the noise::
 
CO K’Beth
 @FCO: Lt..see if you can lock onto the CSO and OPS...pus any of our people that are in that mess and get them out of there.

OPS Ko’Bil
 CSO: Yeah and which way are we to go?:: looking over the mob::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: keeps firing :: Aloud: Can't complain about lack of target selection

CSO Tarrez
 *Duty OPS*: Emergency beam out for the OPS and myself.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::lets go of the Daimon as the comm blares in and narrows his eyes at him:: Nyome: This is your lucky day. I advise you to return to your ship, but do not attempt to leave from dock.

Ashlynn
 ::finds herself with her back to the CTO, firing in the other direction:: CTO: You know, normally I don't allow weapons in here....::smirks::
 
CO K’Beth
 @*CTO*: Use whatever you need to do to get that crowd under control.  But get our people out of there first.

CTO Grey-Feather
 *CO*: You got it captain

FCO Chottu
 @*TR1*: Get the CSO and OPC back onto the ship, then scan the area they came from and get all our personnel out of there, now.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::heads out as instructed by the CTO, phaser drawn and set to stun::
     
 <<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

